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Vide-o-Rama's 'Pellucidream' Gets a Little Refreshing Pellucidream (Posting video through Facebook
Messenger) It's a bit of a pain for most Facebook users but the videos you post through it are up to
10 percent more likely to be shared. It's a bit of a pain for most Facebook users but the videos you
post through it are up to 10 percent more likely to be shared. "Posts are being seen longer when
people add video to their stories," a Facebook spokesperson tells Tech Insider. The social network
says it has been testing the feature, but it isn't available for everyone yet. Pellucidream focuses on
videos up to five minutes long. You can still use it to upload and share images, but the platform is
specifically designed for videos. Facebook's move into video is only the latest sign of the company's
long-term commitment to the medium. "Video is an area we see as where the growth potential is, so
this is something we've been experimenting with," Facebook head of product Kevin Systrom says.
One thing that hasn't changed? The fact that your Facebook friends see your video before they see
it. Your videos don't exist in an alternate dimension, they just appear before your audience, which
means you can't move them to a private section. Facebook says that it has increased the quality of
the platform, too. "There's more room to crop and crop around and it looks a lot crisper," Systrom
says. But while the quality is better, there's no way to make sure you have a perfect shot. You're still
in charge of the content and you can choose to share your video publicly (until someone chooses not
to, that is). Facebook may not use this feature heavily, but it's here for people who want to be in full
control of their videos and who don't have the time or resources to edit a piece of content. "There
are people out there who really love video and want to tell a story in the format they want to," said
Ben Lovejoy, CEO of digital video specialists and services provider TubeMogul. "For the rest of us,
it's a bit of a chore." Growing up with Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram, anyone is more
than likely a pro at surfing the web for videos and posting them on the appropriate social network.
But what about the ones who
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